
The very 
beginning of 

phonics…

Where to start and what next?!



Set 1 – where it all starts!

Set 1 is the same as phase 1 from the Letters & Sounds document from the DFE.  
At kingsfield we develop the first 5 aspects before moving onto the last 2. 

Set 1 is ALL about the speaking and listening skills done with our ears which then
provides the children with solid foundations ready for ‘reading with our eyes!’ 

These next slides will take you 
through step by step of a 
child’s reading journey…



The first 
5 aspects



These 2 areas still involve showing your child visual letters. 
However, in our nursery we will be exposing letters from the alphabet through the environment and 

through the set up of ‘a sound a week’ which starts after Christmas typically. There is no harm in playing 
games with letters and exposing them to the alphabet alongside all of this

Once they are secure with ‘Set 1’ they then begin ‘Set 2’ and so on. Sets 3 – 5 are just sets of different sounds 

they will learn – no new skills as such. These sets will be shared at the end.



Hearing Initial sounds
Blending & Segmenting

Hearing sounds & blending and segmenting become primary skills for reading.

It starts off as ‘oral blending and segmenting’ from set 1 and then develops into
just ‘blending and segmenting’ from reading and writing.
Blending and segmenting is a skill children will continually use and apply
throughout their reading and writing journey!

This is where some parents start to find it a 
bit of a minefield! Hopefully the next few 

slides to help you to understand the 
difference between the two a little bit more!



Set 1 
hearing initial sounds aspect 

and
oral blending and segmenting aspect

Typically done in nursery…



•Stretchy (stretchy and bouncy explain in a couple of slides)

•Bouncy

•Want the children to separate the repeated sound from the word

• ‘what can you hear in c-c-c-c-c-ccat?’

•Yes can you hear the c in cat?!

STAGE 1: Initial sound picture 
cards. Parents to model and 

encourage children to listen and 
hear the initial sound. Parents to 

stretch and bounce out the sounds

• ‘what can you hear in cat?’

•Want the children to hear c in cat instead of c-c-c-ccat.

•Again model this to begin with but above is your aim!

STAGE 2: : Still initial sound picture 
cards. Parents to just say the word 
and children to listen and hear the 

initial sound. 

•Games like I spy

•Use a puppet to ask them questions – what can you hear at the 
beginning of fish?STAGE3: Initial sounds but without 

pictures or objects as prompts 

Hearing initial sounds (set 1 aspect)



•With pictures/objects in front of them

•‘where is the c-a-t’ and you want them to point to 
the cat. You may have to repeat a couple of 
times for them to find it.

Stage 1:  
Blending with 

Pictures

•Hide the pictures/objects from your child. 

•‘what picture I am looking at/hiding/thinking of?  
Listen…    c-a-t’. and you want them to  say cat
without having to look at the sheet for 
prompting.  Again you may have to repeat a 
couple of times for them.

Stage 2:

Blending 
without pictures

Oral Blending (set 1 aspect)

Blending is the process that is 
involved in bringing the sounds together to 
make a word or a syllable and how      
/c/  /a/  /t/  becomes cat.



Segmenting is a skill used in spelling. In order to spell the word cat, it is 
necessary to segment the word into the sounds that make it up; c-a-t.
Children will enjoy spelling if it feels like fun and if they feel good about 
themselves as spellers. We need, therefore, to be playful and positive in 
our approach – noticing and praising what children can do as well as 
helping them to correct their mistakes.

 Hearing the sounds in a word.
 For example, if the picture is a pig, your child needs to say p-i-g.

 To support them with this, hold 3 fingers up and point/press as you 
say each sound. You may need to do it with them to start!

Oral Segmenting (set 1 aspect)



Set 2 
recognising single sounds

and
blending and segmenting with words

Typically done in reception…



Single letter sounds (set 2)

https://www.youtub
e.com/watch?v=EYx
1CyDMZSc&safe=act
ive

Bouncy – b-b-b-b. E.g. b-b-b-b-
ball (short, quick sound)

Stretchy – fffffffff. E.g
fffffflower (keep teeth on 
bottom lip and force air 
out sharply –unvoiced)

We teach each letter as a pure sound – bouncy and stretchy 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EYx1CyDMZSc&safe=active


 At Kingsfield as we teach a letter, we 
teach a rhyme. This helps letter 
formation. 

 So when children are writing and can 
hear an initial sound to begin with 
they can use the rhyme to help form 
the letter.

 Children will use this sound mat as a 
prompt to help them find and then 
form each letter sound they hear

Rhyme association with each letter 
taught…



 This is when children know letters so can start to put them together to 
read a word. We start with CVC words/

Blending with words (set 2) – reading 
with our eyes!

What are CVC words?

 CVC stands for consonant- vowel- consonant, so and word such 
as map, cat is CVC. In phase 4 we talk about CCVC words such as 
clip, stop.

Sound buttons to start 
that will help the learning 
process



Reading with our eyes & links with home-
school reading books

Pink sharing books- initial letter and sound. E.g I am a big dog, I am a 
fat cat. Point out the first letter of a key word, sound it out and use the 
pictures to help work out the word. So the key words for the above 
would be d for dog and c for cat.

Pink phonic packs – For when children are at the in between stage – can hear 
initial sounds, can orally blend and segment but moving onto a reading book is 
too big of a step. At Kingfsfield we have created little packs as a stepping stone. 
They are word level – CVC words to practice, read and match to pictures. Then 
caption packs – again small captions to match with pictures!

Pink phonic books – NOW they are on a reading book! CVC books to 
start- sounding the word out loud and blending it together. If your child 
is sounding out every word make sure you re read the sentence to 
support understanding. Need to encourage children to sound out in your 
head after so long, (teacher will advise).

Continue through the book banded books

Reading 
with our 

eyes



 initial letter and sound. E.g Look at 
me, I am a dog. You would read it 
until the key word. Point out the first 
letter of a key word, sound it out and 
use the pictures to help work out the 
word. Key word - dog

Pink Sharing Books



Pink phonic packs 

CVC word level packs –
sound out, read the 
word and find the 
matching picture

CVC caption level packs 
– read each word to read 
and comprehend the 
caption and find the 
matching picture



 CVC books - sounding the word out loud and 
blending it together. If your child is sounding out 
every word make sure you re read the sentence 
to support understanding. Need to encourage 
children to sound out in your head after so long, 
(teacher will advise).

Pink Decodable Books



 This is again when children can 
recognise and form letters. 

 They will use there oral segmenting 
skills to sound out a word, find the 
letters and write them down in order. 
E.g. cat they would sound out using 
their fingers c/a/t. Find the ‘c’ and 
write ‘c’, then find the ‘a’ and write ‘a’ 
and finally find the ‘t’ and write ‘t’

 Children will continue to use this 
sound mat to help find and form each 
letter

Segmenting for spelling (set 2)



As mentioned from the beginning these are the remaining sets the children will through into KS1. 
Your child's home school reading book will always link to what set they are in!

Sets 3 on words…



Just to finish and add to the 
mix…Common exception words!!!

 Common exception words – otherwise known as tricky words. We 
call them red words because they are tricky. They are tricky 
because they cannot be sounded out children have to learn them 
by sight! E.g.  the, was, so….

 Children in Reception start to learn these words and they will 
continue to learn new common exception words right through into 
KS2. 


